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Abstract 

 

Improvement Data Acquisition Application for Advanced 2D IR Experiments, 2015, Ilyoung Kim, 

Graduate program of Chemistry, Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology 

(UNIST) 

Two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy (2D IR) has proved to be very powerful in investigating fast 

dynamics of molecular complexes, especially, occurring in the picosecond time scales. In spite of its 

high capability, however, it has not been used so widely because of the technical difficulty in building 

a 2D IR apparatus. Hence, to construct a 2D IR apparatus is considered to be a meaningful scientific 

achievement because it can be the ground for future research. A 2D IR apparatus is composed of an 

optics (or mechanical) part and a data acquisition part. For a 2D IR apparatus to function properly the 

two parts should work in a cooperative way. For the 2D IR experimental system in this laboratory, a 

preexisting 2D IR data acquisition Application (DAA) was modified to control more number of devices 

effectively and eventually to perform advanced 2D IR experiments. With this improved DAA, 2D IR 

spectra of sodium azide in water (NaN3 in H2O) were successfully obtained. Generation of the improved 

DAA which is suitable for new type of 2D IR experiments is the main subject of this thesis and, the 

content of the improved DAA is described in detail. 
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Figure 1. Data Acquisition Process in Ultrafast 2D IR Analysis Systems. The 128 Elements (16 Bits) 

are converted as 64 Elements (32 Bits) passed by FPAS-0144 instrument, and its 

conversion is recovered in the computer by LabVIEW software. 

Figure 2. The arranged sequence sheet of the input array (128×1) data when setting the Shot/Point 

as 1, and Scan Number as 1. 64 Elements (32 Bits) are recovered to 128 Elements (16 

Bits) by the Bit process in LabVIEW. 

Figure 3. The correlation value between 63rd index of the input array and the 111th, 127th index of 

the output array in Bit process. (a) 63rd index of the input array is 128780197 that are 32 

bits which is recovered as 111th index of the output array as 1957 and (b) 127th index of 

the output array is correlated as 1965. 

Figure 4. The subtraction sequence of the Continuum – Background scan mode. (a) (128×1) 

Background Array is formed when Shot/Point =1. (b) The Detector array (128×500) when 

Shot/Point =1, and its array is extracted and then Background array is subtracted from it. 

(c) Subtracted Array (128×500) was formed, and plotted (d) on the Front Panel. 

Figure 5. The Block Diagram of the filter structure for setting the specific range when setting values 

as Shot/Point = 100, and Scan Number = 1. (a) The specific range is set by using the 

External channel array (1× 100). (b) In case of filtered array set as (1×5, 0×5), the 

filtered array is averaged (1×5) array. 

Figure 6. The Block Diagram of Chopper mode 1 for generating difference between k1 and k2 or 

k2 and k3 beams when setting values as Shot/Point = 100, and Scan Number =1. (a) 

Although setting values are set as Shot/Point =1, the entered Shot/Point is 200 due to 

keeping the average number. (b) The command process for Chopper mode. When Chopper 

mode is set as mode 1 or mode 2, the used Shot/Point is Shot/Point×2 and Shot/Point×4, 

respectively. 

Figure 7. The comparison of position unit between the LabVIEW software and the stages. (a) The 

state of moved k1 stage on -15mm. (b) The state of moved k_T (k1 & k2) stage on -15mm. 

(c) The represented position of k1 stage between the LabVIEW (1 fs) and the stage 

(0.00015mm). (d) The represented position of k1 stage and k_T stage when the position 

is -10000 fs (-15mm) in part (a) and (b). 
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Figure 8. The graph of the linear correlation analysis between the LabVIEW and the stage. In the 

graph, X-axis is the real moving value of a stage (mm), and Y-axis is the real value of 

moved stage by LabVIEW (mm). Its accuracy is 0.087 (%). 

Figure 9. The Relative position and Absolute position in the DAA, and Process of the applied 

TimeZero function. (a) The Relative & Absolute position of five High precision stages 

(k_T, k1, k2, k3 and k_LO). (b-1) TimeZero is not applied yet, Rel = 0 and Abs = 0. (b-2) 

TimeZero is applied, Rel = 0 and Abs = 100 fs. (b-3) TimeZero function is applied 

continuously, Rel = 100 fs and Abs = 200 fs (Desired position 100 fs + Difference position 

100 fs). 

Figure 10. The sequence of program for generating the difference of the TimeZero. (a) To operate 

the TimeZero function, the Boolean cluster commands at TimeZero structure. (b) The 

Relative position of k1 stage is newly configured. (c) TimeZero has false Boolean. (d) 

Generating the Difference from Abs and Rel position and the difference was recorded in 

the DB (Database). 

Figure 11. The graph of the applied TimeZero function at moved k1 stage from 0 to 100 fs. In the 

graph, the red square points are Non-TimeZero and the blue rhombus points are TimeZero. 

The difference is continuously maintained on moving k1 stage. 

Figure 12. Time Scan Array.vi (LabVIEW) for operating Translation Stage Scan Mode. The top view 

is Front Panel of Time Scan Array, and the bottom view is Block Diagram of Time Scan 

Array. To operate the translation stage scan, the array is generated by forming terms such 

as Start & Target, Step, and End terms. 

Figure 13. The charts of the k1 and k_LO Translation scan mode. Both stages are traveling from -

2000 fs to 0 having the steps per 100 fs. 

Figure 14. The structure that consists of Configuration of the FPAS-0144 and Stage moving for Start 

and Target term in Translation stage scan mode. 

Figure 15. The structure that consists of Reading position of stage and Data processing for Step term 

in Translation stage scan mode. 

Figure 16. The structure that consists of Summation of completed Data Processing for End term in 

Translation stage scan mode. 
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Figure 17. The time intervals (Coherence, Waiting, Detection time) were generated by 3 – pulse 

photon echo technique which used correlated operation of four stages. 

Figure 18. The overall operating sequence of the Photon echo scan mode. (A-1) Before operating the 

Scan. All stages stay at 0 without k_LO stage (-100 fs). (A-2) k2 stage moves to -300 fs 

and then moves back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (A-3) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and 

then moves back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (B-1) k3 stage moves to +100 fs and k_LO 

stage also moves 0 in order to keep the interval with k3. (B-2) k2 stage moves to -300 fs 

and then moves back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (B-3) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and 

then moves back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (C-1) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and then 

moves back from -300 fs to 0 as 100 fs. (C-2) After finishing the scan, all stages are moved 

to “initial position” – “+100” fs in order to technically reduce the error in next scan. 

Figure 19. The overall operating sequence of the Photon echo with k_T scan mode. (A-1) Scan has 

not been operated yet. All stages stay at 0. (A-2) k2 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves 

back from -300 fs to 0 as 100 fs. (A-3) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves back 

from -300 fs to 0 as 100 fs. (A-4) k_T stage moves to +100 fs and k1 and k2 stage stay at 

0. (B-1) k_T stage stays at +100 fs and k1 and k2 stage stay at 0. (B-2) k2 stage moves to 

-300 fs and then moves back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (B-3) k1 stage moves to -300 

fs and then moves back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (B-4) k_T stage moves from +100 fs 

to 200 fs and k1 and k2 stage stay at 0. 

Figure 20. Experimental linear (1D) and 2D IR spectra of sodium azide in the water. (a) The 1D 

linear spectrum of azide ion in water. (b-d) The absorptive 2D IR spectra of NaN3 in 

H2O at T (waiting time) = 0, 1000, 2000 fs. 
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I. Introduction 

 

To study the structure and dynamics of molecules, appropriate experimental tools are inevitably 

required. For this purpose, many spectroscopic methods have appeared and been used widely in many 

fields. NMR, FTIR, UV-Visible, and Fluorescence spectroscopy are some of representative 

experimental methods. These methods have made huge contribution to making us understand the 

structure and dynamics of molecular systems. However, they have limitations in resolving fast dynamics 

of molecular systems mainly mediated by hydrogen-bond dynamics. Over the last two decades, 

technology regarding the generation and control of the femtosecond infrared pulse dramatically has 

been developed, and it allows us to approach to the structural changes of time-dependent and the 

fundamental physical phenomena in complicated materials and huge biological structures. This 

technology of the femtosecond infrared pulse was applied to two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy 

(2D IR or 2D IR spectroscopy) [1-8]. 

Surely, for 2D IR research, 2D IR equipment is inevitably required. As a part of constructing a 2D IR 

apparatus, an advanced 2D IR data acquisition Application (DAA) was developed to control the 

electronics part of our 2D IR apparatus, where the electronics part is composed of three components, 

which are five high-precision stages, a monochromator, and a data acquisition instrument. The DAA 

is suitable for performing new types of 2D IR experiments. In general, a spectrometer generates an 

interferogram by using optics on a stage moving back and forth. For example, an FT-IR spectrometer 

contains a linear stage in its measurement system, and it generates an interferogram by using a pulse 

that is overlapped according to the stage of path. Therefore, the linear stage should be controlled with 

fixed points. However, in a 2D IR spectrometer, three infrared pulses having different time delays 

arrive at the sample cell, and a fourth pulse called local oscillator (LO) is used to heterodyne the 

generated signal from the sample that has been excited by the three pulses [9]. Therefore, the four 

stages should be controlled both in correlated and individual ways. To control the motion of the stages, 

a function, TimeZero, related to relative and absolute positions of the stages was incorporated in the 

DAA. The LabVIEW code for the stage control is composed of TCP/IP protocol code between the 

Host PC and the Stage Driver, and FIFO (File in / File out Toolkit in LabVIEW) for memorizing prior 

fixed point of the stages. The DAA can control the step motor of the monochromator. Typically, a 

monochromator is used to disperse the light using a grating. The monochromator that we used had 3 

gratings, and they were put on the step motor. The DAA can precisely control the step motor having 

the three steps of start, step, and stop position. In addition, the host PC and the monochromator can 
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communicate by using serial protocols, and it was also included in the DAA. Finally, the infrared 

pulses having 1 kHz frequency are acquired from data acquisition instrument and DAQmx API (Data 

Acquisition Application Programming Interface) in LabVIEW [10-11]. The data acquisition 

instrument converts the infrared pulses from analog pulses to digital pulses, and then filters them by 

using Low-pass filter method to eliminate the noise. The filtered pulses are amplified and then 

manufactured by DAQmx API in LabVIEW. In the data acquisition, the handshaking method is used 

to prevent the data loss. The DAQmx API for acquiring the infrared pulse having the 1 kHz frequency 

was set as the 20MHz sampling rate, finite mode, and 25600 numbers of samples. The reason why this 

DAQmx API was set is for preventing the aliasing problem. In order to convert the digitized infrared 

pulses to restored analog pulses, sampling rate should be set as more than tenfold frequency of the 

frequency of the original analog pulses [12].  

 The DAA can control the high-precision stages, the monochromator, and acquire data of infrared 

pulse at the same time. Herein, we explain the DAA in detail focusing on how to control the high-

precision stages and the monochromator and to acquire the infrared analog pulses of 1 kHz frequency. 
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II. Content of data acquisition application 

 

2.1 Data acquisition process of 1 kHz infrared pulses 

To perform the data acquisition process of 1 kHz mid-IR signal for 2D IR experiment, we employ the 

equipment by Infrared Systems Development Corporation. In 2D IR experiment, the data acquisition 

process follows the representative configuration of acquisition and instrument which are composed of 

two parts, MCT-10-128 as the monochromator and FPAS-0144 as data acquisition instrument. 

 128 element MCT array detector, 0.2mm W × 0.5mmL, 50µm gap. 20% at 10.6µm. LN2 

Dewar with 4 Circular connectors. ZnSe Vertical Wedged Window. Dual Row 

 FPAS-0144, 144 Channel Preamp/Integrator/ADC 128 Detector and 16 Ext inputs. FPAS2 

50 kHz Includes Computer System, Cables and Software. 

MCT-10-128 Detector interface is photoconductive: HgCdTe (MCT)-Low noise 10 MHz amplifier 

with bias. Maximum number of samples is 1 million complete scans of all channels. And FIFO (File in 

File out) memory is 1024 × 32 FIFO memory. Finally, the data communication is done by FIFO 

memory read out through a 20 MHz digital communications ports. The data acquisition instrument 

operates with 0.1 Hz to 50 kHz laser pulse repetition rate, and its integration time is adjustable in 20ns 

steps from 54 to 5154ns, and its integration delay is adjustable in 5ns steps from 50 to 1325ns. Also, its 

integrator type is boxcar, low noise, current steering, auto-reset, integrator section, and simultaneous 

acquisition of 16 to 144 channels. By using multiple units in parallel more than 1024 channels can be 

operated  
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2.1.1 Bit process of the FPAS-0144 instrument  

This section introduces the bit process of the LabVIEW software applied in the FPAS-0144 instrument. 

Our MCT-10-128 detector has 128 detector channels in the form of a double row. Therefore, we can 

gain a data set of 128 IR pulses simultaneously. The MCT-10-128 detector is connected to the FPAS-

0144 via a 68 (32×4)  Pin DIO computer cable, and the FPAS-0144 instrument is linked with a PCI-

DIO-32HS in the computer as the board. Through the FPAS-0144 instrument, the 16-bit and 128-

element data obtained by the detector are converted to 32-bit and 64-element data, respectively, which 

are then reconverted by LabVIEW (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Data acquisition process in ultrafast 2D IR analysis systems. The 128 elements (16 Bits) are 

converted as 64 elements (32 Bits) passed by FPAS-0144 instrument, and its conversion is 

recovered by LabVIEW in the computer. 
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When the shot/point is set to 1, we can obtain a (128×1) array as the row input data. In LabVIEW, all 

array-form data are assigned index terms, which act as the address or tag of the array set. A (128×1) 

array consists of 32-bit 64-element converted detector-channel signal data, 16-element external-channel 

signal data, and 48-element dummy matrix sets, for a shot/point of 1. Further, the 32-bit 64-element 

converted detector-channel signal data are separated into two 16-bit 64-element prior converted 

detector-channel signal data sets, as low and high bit data sets (Figure 2). Therefore, the output data 

array that is processed by the LabVIEW bit process is a (256×1) array. 
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Figure 2. The arranged sequence sheet of the input array (128×1) data when setting the Shot/Point as 1, 

and Scan Number as 1. 64 Elements (32 Bits) are recovered to 128 Elements (16 Bits) by the 

Bit process in LabVIEW. 

 

  

INDEX CH(L)&CH(H) INDEX CH(L)&CH(H) INDEX CH(L)&CH(H) INDEX CH(L)&CH(H)
0 0 & 16 16 32 & 48 32 64 & 80 48 96 & 112
1 2 & 18 17 34 & 50 33 66 & 82 49 98 & 114
2 4 & 20 18 36 & 52 34 68 & 84 50 100 & 116
3 6 & 22 19 38 & 54 35 70 & 86 51 102 & 118
4 8 & 24 20 40 & 56 36 72 & 88 52 104 & 120
5 10 & 26 21 42 & 58 37 74 & 90 53 106 & 122
6 12 & 28 22 44 & 60 38 76 & 92 54 108 & 124
7 14 & 30 23 46 & 62 39 78 & 94 55 110 & 126

8 1 & 17 24 33 & 49 40 65 & 81 56 97 & 113
9 3 & 19 25 35 & 51 41 67 & 83 57 99 & 115
10 5 & 21 26 37 & 53 42 69 & 85 58 101 & 117
11 7 & 23 27 39 & 55 43 71 & 87 59 103 & 119
12 9 & 25 28 41 & 57 44 73 & 89 60 105 & 121
13 11 & 27 29 43 & 59 45 75 & 91 61 107 & 123
14 13 & 29 30 45 & 61 46 77 & 93 62 109 & 125
15 15 & 31 31 47 & 63 47 79 & 95 63 111 & 127
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For example, the 63rd index value of the input data array is 128780197 for 32-bit 64-element converted 

or integrated detector-channel signal data, but the 111th and 127th index values of the output data array 

are 1957 and 1965, respectively. When 128780197 is converted as a binary number, we obtain 0000 

0111 1010 1101 (low bit) + 0000 0111 1010 1101 (high bit). The low and high bit numbers are 1957 

and 1965, respectively, which are the 111th and 127th index values of the output data array, respectively 

(Figure 3). Hence, the 32-bit 64-element output array is separated into two input arrays having 16-bit 

64-elements. 

 

 

Figure 3. The correlation value between 63rd index of the input array and the 111th, 127th index of the 

output array in Bit process. (a) 63rd index of the input array is 128780197 that are 32 bits which 

is recovered as 111th index of the output array as 1957 and (b) 127th index of the output array 

is correlated as 1965. 
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2.1.2 Background scan mode and Continuum – BG scan mode 

This section describes the structures of the Background (BG) can mode and the Continuum – BG scan 

mode.  

The data acquisition process for the 1 kHz IR pulses is conducted as follows: 

1. The electrical signal that is transferred from the analog signal and that provides information 

on the physical properties of the sample is acquired from the MCT-10-128 detector in the 

ultrafast 2D IR experiment;  

2. The electrical signal is amplified and filtered by signal-conditioning software and converted 

from analog to digital; 

3. The computer recognizes the converted data.  

The FPAS-0144 system used in the ultrafast 2D IR experiment contains a Dev1/port0_32 and 

Dev2/port0_32, along with a peripheral-component-interconnect digital-input/output (PCI-DIO)-

device 1 (com 1). The com 2 is used by the monochromator (TRIAX190). Then, we define the channel 

for measuring the digital signals as “DAQmx create channel (Digital Input.vi)” in LabVIEW. Its line is 

designated as Dev1/port0_32, and the grouped line is defined as “One channel for all lines”, as it 

combines all of the digital lines into a single virtual channel. For the next step, we define the “DAQmx 

timing (Burst export clock.vi)” virtual instrument (VI), which is the function through which the DAQ 

device transmits data to the surrounding devices. From this VI, we can define the “sample clock rate” 

and “sample mode”. Therefore, we set the “sample rate” to 10 MHz, and the “samples per channel” as 

the number of CH (128) × the number of scans (1−1000). The sample mode is “finite samples”. After 

finishing the “DAQmx timing (Burst export clock.vi)” setup, we acquire subtracted-data from “DAQmx 

start task.vi”. In other words, the DAQmx begins a measurement or a generative process by converting 

the task to the action state. Then the “DAQmx Read (Digital 1D U32 1channel N samples.vi)” VI reads 

the acquired data using another function, “DAQmx start task.vi”. Finally, in order to prevent errors due 

to lack of memory, “DAQmx stop.vi” and “DAQmx clear.vi” functions are called after “DAQmx Read 

(Digital 1D U32 1channel N samples.vi)” is executed. We set several conditions in the DAA, such as 

the scan number and shot/point. For example, the parameters in the BG scan mode are: 

 Scan number = 10; 

 Shot/point = 1000. 
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Thus, ten sets of (1000×128) arrays are generated and averaged in the BG scan mode. Therefore, we 

can obtain the averaged results of ten (1000×128) background array sets, and the (1000×128) array set 

can then be averaged as (1×128). In the scan mode case, an average laser pulse signal can be obtained, 

but the Continuum scan mode can obtain laser pulse signal data continuously. However, when an analog 

signal is continuously entered, the computer may not recognize the signal type. Thus, the analog signal 

should be converted to a digital signal to facilitate computer handling of the acquired data. In the 

ultrafast 2D IR experiment, the Continuum scan mode obtains discrete 1 kHz IR pulses via the 

shot/point terms. For instance, when the shot/point is set to 100, the computer recognizes 100 discrete-

interval shots per 1 kHz frequency pulse. Therefore, decreasing the discrete intervals of the continuous 

signal yields a more effective and faster data acquisition process. Systemically, the time required for 

the data acquisition process is 2 ms. In other words, a period of 3 ms is required for one data acquisition 

step to be completed and the next step to be initiated.   

The “Continuum – BG scan mode” involves the subtraction of the continuum shot/point from the BG 

shot/point. In other words, the row state array (1000×128) generated from DAQmx performs the 

subtraction. This (1000×128) array set is averaged as a (1×128) array set. When the shot/point is 500, 

(1×128) of the background array is subtracted from the (1, first row×128) array set in the (500, whole 

row×128) array set of the continuum array (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. The subtraction sequence of the Continuum – BG Scan Mode. (a) (128×1) Background array 

is formed when Shot/Point =1. (b) The detector array (128×500) when Shot/Point =1, and its 

array is extracted and then subtracted background array. (c) Subtracted array (128×500) was 

formed, and plotted (d) on the Front Panel. 
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2.1.3 Data processing filter and Chopper mode 

In this section, we discuss the data processing that plots the graphs from the output array data, which 

has been discussed previously with regard to the FPAS-0144 instrument bit process. In addition, to 

process the output data array, the input data and parameter terms applied in the data processing are 

important. Also, the Chopper mode in the “Processing data.vi” function is described. 

Firstly, for shot/point = 2 and scan number = 1 command values, the output array data is in a (512×1) 

array. Via the reshape array function, the (512×1) array is divided into two (256×1) arrays. In DAQmx 

systems, we set the “DAQmx create channel (Digital Input.vi)” as “One channel for all lines” and 

“DAQmx Read (Digital 1D U32 1channel N samples.vi)”. So, the data acquisition is integrally 

produced as a (512×1) array = 1st (256×1) array + 2rd (256×1) array for a shot/point value of 2. The 

(144×1) array, which is a division of the (256×1) array, survives because the other (112×1)-array data 

points constitute a dummy matrix data set. In the final analysis, for shot/point = 2 and scan number = 1, 

the processed output array data has a (144×1) structure and consists of the detector (128×1) and external 

(16×1) data. If the shot/point is set to 100 and the scan number is 1, the processed output data array has 

a (144×100) structure, which comprises the detector (128× 100) and external (16× 100) array data. 

Next, the input data and parameters in the “Processing data.vi” VI must be discussed. Through this 

function, we can set the desired condition values. These commands can be entered through the 

LabVIEW Front Panel, which incorporates the shot/point, number of detector channels, chopper 

channel, reference channel, and standard deviation controls. To understand the link between these 

channels and the input data and parameters, note that the channels are related to the FPAS-0144 

instrument’s external ports. Systemically, in the ultrafast 2D IR experiment, the chopper channel is 

allocated to EXT 0 and the reference channel regarding the signal filter is allocated to EXT 2. 

Basically, filtering is designed to filter out numerical values that are not within a specific range. 

Therefore, setting the specific range is the most important stage of a filtering process and, in this case, 

filtering is achieved using a stable reference pulse connected to an external port of the FPAS-0144 

instrument. The specific range is determined based on the mean and standard deviation of the external 

array (1× 100), and also the filter threshold. Here, 100 is the shot/point command value of the external 

array (1× 100), and 1 indicates one of the 16 external channels.  

For a shot/point of 100 and scan number of 1, the specific range applied to “Filter.vi” via the external 

port of the FPAS-0144 instrument is determined according to: 

 Max threshold  
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= Mean of external array + (standard deviation of external array × filter threshold); 

 Min threshold  

= Mean of external array - (standard deviation of external array × filter threshold). 

From the Min/Max threshold, we generate a new filter-limit array filled with 0 or 1, where 0 represents 

“range out” and 1 indicates “range in”. In addition, an “after-filter data numbers” variable is obtained, 

which represents the number of data points in the specific range. If the array entered from the external 

channel is very stable and the shot/point is 100, the filter-limit array is filled with 1, and the after-filter 

data numbers value is 100. These references are accepted by the “Filtering data.vi” function, which 

compares the detector and external (reference array) arrays. For example, the after-filter data numbers 

value is 5 and the 1D input filter array is filled with 1×5 and 0×5 when the shot/point is set to 10 and 

the scan number is 1 (Figure 5). 

 1D input filter array = [1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0] in the case of array size = 10; 

 After-filter data numbers = 5. 

The detector-channel array set is averaged only if “1” is featured in the 1D input filter arrays. Because 

five of the above entries are 0, they are naturally included in the averaging of the data sample. 
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Figure 5. The Block Diagram of the filter structure for setting the specific range when setting values as 

Shot/Point = 100, and Scan Number = 1. (a) The specific range is set by using the External 

channel array (1× 100). (b) In case of filtered array set as (1×5, 0×5), the filtered array is 

averaged (1×5) array. 
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In the case of the Chopper mode, the FPAS-0144 instrument external port is used to set the reference, 

similar to the filter method. The chopper channel is allocated to port 0 of the FPAS-0144 instrument in 

this study, and 1 kHz IR beams labeled k1, k2, and k3 are used to analyze the sample. In the ultrafast 

2D IR experiment, the pump-probe experimental technique should be used and two beams should be 

integrated, for example, k1 & k2 or k2 & k3. We should note the differences between the integrated 

beams and apply the optical chopper equipment (Model 3501, New Focus; Newport Corporation, 

California, USA), which can control the beam frequency using the wheel. For the k2 & k3 integrated 

incident beam, the sample cell has 1 kHz frequency but, if one of the beams is blocked by the optical 

chopper equipment with 500 Hz frequency, the difference between the blocked and unblocked beam 

cases is displayed in the Continuum – BG scan mode. Therefore, the difference between the integrated 

beams generated via the optical chopper equipment should be set programmatically. When the non-

Chopper mode is in operation, the shot/point is 100 but, when Chopper Mode 1 is applied, the shot/point 

is changed to 200. This is because the average number of shot/points is matched regardless of the 

Chopper mode. In order to generate the difference through subtraction, a (2N+1) – (2N) process is 

conducted. Here: 

 N is the index of the detector data array; 

 If the shot/point is set to 100 and Chopper Mode 1 is ON, a new array is formed as follows: 

Newly formed array’s index 0 = (2×0+1) – (2×0), index 1 = (2×1+1) – (2×1), and index 2 

= (2×2+1) – (2×2). 

However, a critical problem exists in that we cannot control the state of the first shot, i.e., UP or DOWN, 

because of a time delay between the computer and instrument. Therefore, when the index numbers are 

subtracted, negative signs are occasionally obtained. We apply synchronization between the first shots 

of the detector and external channels to overcome this problem. The applied solution means that the 

first-shot state of the detector channel quadrates with the first-shot state of the external channel (Figure 

6). 
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Figure 6. The Block Diagram of Chopper mode 1 for generating difference between k1 and k2 or k2 and 

k3 beams when setting values as Shot/Point = 100, and Scan Number =1. (a) Although setting 

values are set as Shot/Point =1, the entered Shot/Point is 200 due to keeping the average 

number. (b) The command process for Chopper mode. When Chopper mode is set as mode 1 

or mode 2, the used Shot/Point is Shot/Point×2 and Shot/Point×4, respectively. 
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2.2  Monochromator motion control  

This section describes the monochromator used to measure the pulse in the frequency domain and 

discusses several motion-controlling functions of the spectrometer. In the ultrafast 2D IR experiment, a 

TRIAX190 spectrometer (HORIBA, 190-mm FI, dual port, motorized entrance/exit flip mirror, 3-

Grating turret with 150, 75, and 50 line gratings) is used to measure the IR pulses. 

Fundamentally, to measure the laser pulse, knowledge of the intensity and phase versus time or 

frequency is required. A laser pulse has the time-domain electric field 

E(t) = Re{I(t)1/2 exp[iω0t - iφ(t)]}, I = Intensity, φ = Phase.   (1) 

Equivalently, the laser pulse has the frequency-domain electric field 

E�(ω) = Re{S(ω−ω0)1/2exp[iφ(ω−ω0)]}, S = Spectrum, φ = Spectral Phase. (2) 

Knowledge of the spectrum and spectral phase or the intensity and phase is sufficient to determine the 

pulse. The spectrometer can measure the spectrum for a single pulse as the wavelength varies across 

the camera. 

In the ultrafast 2D IR experiment, the signal generated from the sample enters the entrance slit of the 

TRIAX 190 spectrometer, where they are focused to the maximum. Then, the focused incident pulse is 

dispersed before it passes through the collimating mirror. The resultant collimated pulse passes through 

the gratings and is incident upon the focusing mirror. Finally, the focused pulse is incident upon the 

multi-channel adapter front exit (MCT-10-128 detector). 

Systemically, the monochromator and translation stage scan modes are conducted in a similar fashion. 

The start, target, step, and end variables must also be considered. In addition, the grating turret with 

150, 75, and 50 lines/mm gratings can be controlled, and we can adjust the entrance and exit slit size 

from 0−2000 µm. Finally, by controlling the flip mirror, we can select the multi-channel or single-

channel adapter front exit. 
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2.3  Motion control of high-precision stages 

This section describes the motion-control mechanism of the high-precision stages (XMS 100; Newport 

Corporation, California, USA), which are used to produce the 2D IR spectra, and the  instrument 

specifications of the motion controller/driver used for controlling and communicating with the high-

precision stages (XPS Series Universal High-Performance Motion Controller; Newport Corporation, 

California USA). The stages are controlled using the DAA and fs units of motion are used. However, 

the inherent unit of motion of the stage is mm. Therefore, it is necessary to convert the time units into 

distance units. A change of 0.15µm in the stage position corresponds to a change in time of 1 fs for a 

beam retro reflector on the stage (Figure 7). The specifications of the high-precision stage are: 

 Travel range (mm): 100, resolution (nm): 1; 

 Maximum speed (mm/s): 300, maximum acceleration (m/s2): 5; 

 On-axis accuracy, guaranteed (µm): 1.5, minimum incremental motion (nm): 10; 

 Communication protocol with XPS controller: Standard protocol TCP/IP;  

 Address: 10.16.24.254, HTTP Port Number: 8001. 
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Figure 7. The comparison of position unit between the LabVIEW software and the stages. (a) The state 

of moved k1 stage on -15mm. (b) The state of moved k_T (k1 & k2) stage on -15mm. (c) The 

represented position of k1 stage between the LabVIEW (1 fs) and the stage (0.00015mm). (d) 

The represented position of k1 stage and k_T stage when the position is -10000 fs (-15mm) in 

part (a) and (b). 
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2.3.1 Relative and absolute position for TimeZero  

The first function related to the control of the high-precision stage is TimeZero. Mechanically, the 

high-precision stage is driven by the inner step motor systems, and 1 fs of elapsed time corresponds to 

a 0.15-µm movement of the stage through the step motor (Figure 8). The TimeZero function sets the 

new configuration and initializes each function of the stage. Therefore, we can set a new start position 

as the “0 value” of the TimeZero at any stage position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. The graph of the linear correlation analysis between the LabVIEW and the stage. In the graph, 

X-axis is the real moving value of a stage (mm), and Y-axis is the real value of moved stage 

by LabVIEW (mm). Its accuracy is 0.087 (%). 
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In the DAA, both the absolute and relative positions are exhibited (Figure 9a), and these two stage 

positions depend on the TimeZero. The absolute position represents the intrinsic physical position of 

the stage regardless of the application of the TimeZero term. In contrast, the relative position varies in 

accordance with the TimeZero program. To be more concrete, if the stage is located at the 100 fs position 

and TimeZero is not applied, both the absolute and relative positions indicate the same 100 fs. When 

the TimeZero is applied, the relative position corresponds to the 0 position, but the absolute position is 

at 100 fs. Then, we can command the stage to move to 100 fs, where the absolute and relative positions 

correspond to 200 and 100 fs, respectively (Figure 9b). This is because the TimeZero function sets the 

current position of the stage (100 fs) to the new start position (0). In order to execute this TimeZero 

function efficiently, we use a LabVIEW program that can control the high-precision stage. 

 

 

Figure 9. The Relative position and Absolute position in the DAA, and Process of the applied TimeZero 

function. (a) The Relative & Absolute position of five High precision stages (k_T, k1, k2, k3 

and k_LO). (b-1) TimeZero is not applied yet, Rel = 0 and Abs = 0. (b-2) TimeZero is applied, 

Rel = 0 and Abs = 100 fs. (b-3) TimeZero function is applied continuously, Rel = 100 fs and 

Abs = 200 fs (Desired position 100 fs + Difference position 100 fs). 
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Fundamentally, each stage is moved using the “Single Axis Group Move Absolute.vi” function (XPS-

C8 Controller; Newport Corporation, California, USA). Because we must represent both types of target 

position, i.e., the absolute and relative positions in the program Front Panel for more convenient 

experimental execution, only the “Single Axis Group Move Absolute.vi” command should be used. 

Therefore, we must generate a difference regarding the fact that the absolute and relative target positions 

of the stage are identical when the TimeZero function is applied. The program sequence for generating 

the difference in the TimeZero (Figure 10) is:  

(a) The boolean of the TimeZero has a true value, and the structure related to the TimeZero is ready 

for operation; 

(b) The current relative position of the stage is reset as the 0 value;  

(c) The boolean value of the global variation related to the TimeZero is false; 

(d) The relative target position subtracted from the absolute target position is different, and the 

generated difference is recorded in the database as the reference value. 
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Figure 10. The sequence of program for generating the difference of the TimeZero. (a) To operate the 

TimeZero function, the Boolean cluster commands at TimeZero structure. (b) The Relative 

position of k1 stage is newly configured. (c) TimeZero has false Boolean. (d) Generating the 

Difference from Abs and Rel position and the difference was recorded in the DB (Database). 
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When applying the TimeZero functions, the most important concern is that the absolute target position 

must not collapse. In any case, the difference between the absolute and relative positions should be used 

as a reference before newly resetting the TimeZero functions. In order to facilitate a more detailed 

understanding of this concept, please note that there are two cases in which the TimeZero terms collapse:  

1. If the high-precision stage is moved continuously, after application of the TimeZero; 

2. When the program operation is stopped unexpectedly during an experiment. 

In order to confirm that the absolute target position does not collapse, we moved the stage in the ON 

state while continuously applying the TimeZero terms and observed the results. In the TimeZero graph 

shown in Figure 11, the x-axis corresponds to the command values for the stage motion, ranging from 

0−1000 fs, while the y-axis values represent the moved real position values of the stage. Recall that, 

systemically, 1 fs in the program corresponds to a 0.15µm movement of the inner step motor of the 

stage. The test conditions to confirm the difference between the non-set and set TimeZero cases were 

as follows: 

 k1 stage start and target position = 0; 

 k1 stage step position = 100 fs; 

 k1 stage end position = 1000 fs; 

 1 fs = 0.15µm; 

 Applied position of TimeZero = 100 fs. 

Using the non-TimeZero (red square) points and the TimeZero points (blue rhombus) on the TimeZero 

graph (Figure 11), we can obtain the required difference (899.38 fs – 800 fs = 99.38 fs ≅ 100 fs). In 

other words, a position corresponding to a one-step movement for the set TimeZero points (blue 

rhombus) should be recognized as the start or newly initialized position (0) due to the TimeZero function. 

Therefore, we can ensure that the 100 fs point is the new 0 start point via the TimeZero function.  

Another case in which the TimeZero terms disappear is when the program is stopped unexpectedly 

during the experiment. Omission of the TimeZero is a critical error in the ultrafast 2D IR experiment, 

because the system is extremely dependent on the temporal and spatial conditions of the pulse overlap. 

In the initial development process of the TimeZero renewal procedure, the TimeZero terms were saved 

when the program exit term was executed. However, this approach revealed a serious problem. 

Whenever the instruments, such as the high-precision stages or monochromator, were stopped 
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unexpectedly, the TimeZero terms could not be recorded in the computer. In addition, there are 5 

TimeZero terms (k1, k2, k3, k_LO, k_T) in the program used in the ultrafast 2D IR experiment. Therefore, 

the structure for recording the TimeZero terms must be modified to allow synchronization of each 

TimeZero and to prevent omission of the terms when unexpected stoppage of the program or 

instruments occurs. 

 

 

Figure 11. The graph of the applied TimeZero function at moved k1 stage from 0 to 100 fs. In the graph, 

the red square points are Non-TimeZero and the blue rhombus points are TimeZero. The 

difference is continuously maintained on moving k1 stage. 
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2.3.2 Translation Stage scan mode 

In the DAA, there are five Translation Stage scan modes (k1, k2, k3, k_LO, k_T), and the function of 

these modes is to cause each stage to move with a constant step. In other words, to control the motion 

of the five stages, it is convenient to use automatic motion without continuous manipulation. In addition, 

a very short fs (10−15) pulse must be managed while maintaining accurate control of the stage motion. 

 The Translation Stage scan modes consist of three parameters: the start and target, step, and end terms. 

These parameters are defined on the basis of the array function that is incorporated in the DAA as the 

“Time scan array.vi” VI (Figure 12). A set of arrays are generated that correspond to the start and target, 

step, and end parameters. For example, if we wish to move the stage from 0−2000 fs with a 100 fs step, 

the Translation Stage scan system use the following command values: 

 Start and target = 0; 

 Step = 100 fs; 

 End = 2000 fs, 

The array set for the Translation Stage scan has 21 points (0, 100, 200, ⋯ 800, 900, and 2000 fs). 

However, the Translation Stage scan mode must also perform in the opposite direction, with: 

 Start and target = -2000 fs; 

 Step = 100 fs; 

 End = 0. 
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Figure 12. Time Scan Array.vi (LabVIEW) for operating Translation Stage Scan Mode. The top view is 

Front Panel of Time Scan Array, and the bottom view is Block Diagram of Time Scan Array. 

To operate the translation stage scan, the array is generated by forming terms such as Start & 

Target, Step, and End terms. 
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In this case, the stage is moved back from the 2000 fs position to 0. In other words, the stage is moved 

to 1000 fs by the start and target command, and then moved back in 100 fs steps in the opposite direction, 

finishing at 0 (Figure 13). 

 

 

Figure 13. The charts of the k1 and k_LO Translation scan mode. Both stages are traveling from -2000 fs 

to 0 having the steps per 100 fs.  
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Systemically, in the Translation Stage scan mode, not only the moving control of the stage, but also 

the data acquisition process is conducted at the same time. Therefore, the operating time of the “Moving 

Stage.vi” function and the data acquisition time of “Data Acquisition Process.vi” should be 

synchronized. Further, the stabilization after the stage is moved by the command values is the most 

important factor of the Translation Stage scan mode. The sequence constituting the operating structure 

for the Translation Stage scan mode is as follows: 

1. Start and target term for the k1 stage: 

 Time delay setting after first movement of stage for stability; 

 Start of stage movement (-300 fs) and configuration of amp and integrator (FPAS-1044). 

Setting of time delay regarding required time for stage movement (Figure 14); 

 Reading of stage position and data acquisition process. 

 

 

Figure 14. The structure that consists of configuration of the FPAS-0144 and stage moving for Start and 

Target term in Translation Stage Scan Mode. 
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2. Step term for k1 stage: 

 Start of stage movement (+100 fs) and configuration of amp and integrator (FPAS-1044). 

Setting of time delay regarding required time for stage movement; 

 Reading of stage position and data acquisition process (Figure 15). 

 

 

Figure 15. The structure that consists of reading position of stage and data processing for step term in 

Translation Stage Scan Mode. 
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3. End term for k1 stage: 

 Start of stage movement (0) and configuration of amp and integrator (FPAS-1044). Setting of 

time delay regarding required time for stage movement; 

 Reading of stage position and data acquisition process; 

 Stage moves to “Start position – 100 fs position” ( -400 fs) and data summation process; 

 Reading of stage position and saving of integrated data set (Figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 16. The structure that consists of Summation of completed Data Processing for End term in 

Translation stage scan mode. 
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2.3.3 Photon Echo scan mode 

This section explains the overall structure of the sequence that constitutes the Photon Echo scan mode 

and provides a brief description of the pulse scheme. In order to create 2D spectra, we must employ 

three-pulse photon echo spectroscopy in third-order nonlinear spectroscopy. Therefore, the four stages 

that are used in order to generate the different wave vectors required in this process are precisely 

controlled by LabVIEW.  

Unlike the case of the Translation Stage scan mode, the number of stages in the Photon Echo scan 

mode is four. From these stages, we generate the pulse sequence used in the ultrafast 2D IR experiments. 

The time interval of the k1 and k2 stages is 𝝉𝝉 (coherence time), while the time interval of the k2 and 

k3 stages is T (waiting time). These time intervals can be generated by controlling the high-precision 

stages, because two reflecting gold mirrors are mounted on each stage. Fundamentally, the speed of 

light is 3.0× 1010cm/s, and the light must travel the extra distance to the two mirrors mounted on the 

stage. Therefore, moving the mirrors back and forth by a distance L yields 𝝉𝝉 and T of: 

𝝉𝝉 or T = 2L / c.     (3) 

The overall structure of the Photon Echo scan mode is based on controlling the movement of the stages 

and the data acquisition process, as in the Translation Stage scan mode. However, the most notable 

difference between the Photon Echo and Translation Stage scan modes is the greater number of stages 

used in the experiment and the more complex program structure of the former. Another difference is 

that there are two conditions for the operating scan sequence in the Photon Echo scan mode:  

 Rephasing (echo): k1 stage is earlier than k2 stage, 𝑘𝑘𝑅𝑅 = −𝑘𝑘1 + 𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑘𝑘3;  

 Non-rephasing: k2 stage is earlier than k1 stage, 𝑘𝑘𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 = 𝑘𝑘1 − 𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑘𝑘3. 

To discuss the operating sequence of the stages briefly, each pulse should have its own traveling path 

and time delay before arriving at the sample. From the high-precision translation stage, we can fit the 

above conditions. The three pulses that arrive at the sample cell have their own wavevectors, 𝑘𝑘1, 𝑘𝑘2, 

and 𝑘𝑘3; they are mixed together at this point. As the pulse electric fields are focused on the sample, 

interference phenomena are generated, which causes the sample to emit different pulse types. We have 

named these pulse types the Rephasing (echo), 𝑘𝑘𝑅𝑅 = −𝑘𝑘1 + 𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑘𝑘3, and Non-rephasing, 𝑘𝑘𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 = 𝑘𝑘1 −

𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑘𝑘3, pulses (Figure 17). In the case of a Rephasing (echo) pulse, a k2 stage is operated before a k1 

stage, while the opposite occurs in the Non-rephasing case.   
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Figure 17. The time intervals (Coherence, Waiting, Detection time) were generated by 3 – pulse photon 

echo technique which used correlated operation of four stages. 
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In the Photon Echo scan mode, the terms used in the Translation Stage scan mode in order to move 

the stage are not employed, because we are required to control four stages. So, the Photon Echo scan 

mode adopts the method of 𝝉𝝉 and T control. Firstly, the 𝝉𝝉 start and target parameter can be used to 

select Rephasing (echo) or Non-rephasing through the sign of the command values. For a negative sign, 

Non-rephasing (echo) is applied and a k2 stage is operated earlier than a k1 stage. On the other hand, 

Rephasing corresponds to a positive-sign start and target command value in the 𝝉𝝉 stage, and a k1 stage 

is operated before a k2 stage. Also, we should control the other stage (e.g., k3) and the local oscillator 

stage in the Photon Echo scan mode. The T control creates the time interval between the k2 (or k1) and 

k3 stages. Basically, the T start and target parameter commands the 0 position, and the step parameter 

is the positive sign of the input values. To assist with reader understanding, the Photon Echo scan-mode 

concept is illustrated in Figure 18. 

The Photon Echo scan setting values are:  

 k1 stage = 0, k2 stage = 0, k3 stage = 0, k_LO stage = -100 fs; 

 𝝉𝝉 start and target = -300 fs, 𝝉𝝉 step = 100 fs, 𝝉𝝉 end = 300 fs; 

 T start and target = 0, T step =100 fs, T end = 200 fs. 

One cycle of the Photon Echo scan having the above setting conditions proceeds as follows: 

1. All stages remain at 0 apart from the k_LO stage, which is located at the -100 fs position; 

2. The k2 stage is moved to -300 fs and then moved back from -300 fs to 0 in 100 fs steps. The 

k3 stage remains at 0 and the k_LO stage remains at -100 fs; 

3. The k1 stage is moved to -300 fs and then moved back from -300 fs to 0 in 100 fs steps. The 

k3 stage remains at 0 and the k_LO stage remains at -100 fs; 

4. The k3 stage is moved to +100 fs and the k_LO stage is also moved to 0 in order to maintain 

the interval with the k3 stage; 

5. The k2 stage is moved to -300 fs and then moved back from -300 fs to 0 in 100 fs steps. The 

k3 stage remains at 100 fs and the k_LO stage remains at 0; 

6. The k1 stage is moved to -300 fs and then moved back from -300 fs to 0 in 100 fs steps. The 

k3 stage remains at 100 fs and the k_LO stage remains at 0; 

7. The k3 stage is moved to +200 fs and the k_LO stage is also moved to 100 fs in order to 
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maintain the interval with the k3 stage. The k2 and k1 stage movements are activated equal 

with sequences 5 and 6;  

8. After finishing the scan, all stages are moved to the “initial position” – “+100 fs” in order to 

technically reduce the error in the next scan. 
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Figure 18. The overall operating sequence of the Photon echo scan mode. (A-1) Before operating the 

Scan. All stages stay at 0 without k_LO stage (-100 fs). (A-2) k2 stage moves to -300 fs and 

then moves back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (A-3) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves 

back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (B-1) k3 stage moves to +100 fs and k_LO stage also moves 

0 in order to keep the interval with k3. (B-2) k2 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves back 

from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (B-3) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves back from -300 

fs to 0 as +100 fs. (C-1) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves back from -300 fs to 0 as 

100 fs. (C-2) After finishing the scan, all stages are moved to “initial position” – “+100” fs in 

order to technically reduce the error in next scan. 
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2.3.4 Photon Echo with k_T scan mode 

This section describes another type of photon echo scan using the fifth stage, i.e., the k_T mode. Thus, 

the primary difference between the Photon Echo scan mode and Photon Echo with k_T scan mode is 

the number of stages used. The Photon Echo scan mode with k_T uses k1, k2, and k_T stages, where the 

k1 and k2 stages have the same function as in the Photon Echo scan mode, but the k_T stage acts as the 

k3 and k_LO stages of the Photon Echo scan mode. The k_T stage is used in place of the k3 and k_LO 

stages to reduce the error that is obtained between these stages. This is because the ultrafast 2D IR 

experiment is very sensitively dependent on the position value, with 1 fs corresponding to a 0.15µm 

displacement, as explained above. Overall, however, the concept of the Photon Echo with k_T scan 

mode (Figure 19) is similar to that of the Photon Echo scan mode. 

 The Photon Echo with k_T scan setting values is: 

 k1 stage = 0, k2 stage = 0, k_T stage = 0; 

 𝝉𝝉 start and target = -300 fs, 𝝉𝝉 step = 100 fs, 𝝉𝝉 end = 300 fs; 

 T start and target = 0, T step =100 fs, T end = 200 fs. 

One cycle of the Photon Echo with k_T scan having the above setting conditions proceeds as follows: 

1. All stages are located at 0; 

2. The k2 stage is moved to -300 fs and then moved back from -300 fs to 0 in 100 fs steps. The 

k_T stage remains at 0; 

3. The k1 stage is moved to -300 fs and then moved back from -300 fs to 0 in +100 fs steps. The 

k_T stage remains at 0. 

4. The k_T stage is moved to +100 fs, with an absolute value of -100 fs. 

5. The k2 stage is moved to -300 fs and then moved back from -300 fs to 0 in 100 fs steps. The 

k_T stage remains at the 100 fs position; 

6. The k1 stage is moved to -300 fs and then moved back from -300 fs to 0 in 100 fs steps. The 

k_T stage remains at 100 fs. 

7. The k_T stage is moved to +200 fs. The k2 and k1 stage movements are activated 

simultaneously via sequences 5 and 6.  
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8. After finishing the scan, all stages are moved to the “initial position” – “+100 fs” in order to 

technically reduce the error in the next scan. 

 

 

Figure 19. The overall operating sequence of the Photon Echo with k_T Scan Mode. (A-1) Scan has not 

been operated yet all stages stay at 0. (A-2) k2 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves back 

from -300 fs to 0 as 100 fs. (A-3) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves back from -300 fs 

to 0 as 100 fs. (A-4) k_T stage moves to +100 fs and k1 and k2 stage stay at 0. (B-1) k_T stage 

stays at +100 fs and k1 and k2 stage stay at 0. (B-2) k2 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves 

back from -300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (B-3) k1 stage moves to -300 fs and then moves back from 

-300 fs to 0 as +100 fs. (B-4) k_T stage moves from +100 fs to 200 fs and k1 and k2 stage stay 

at 0.  
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III.  Application of the Acquisition Program 

 

3.1 Experimental method and materials 

In 2D IR experiment, the laser source should technically be used to excite the target molecules. Herein 

we describe two major equipment that generates the amplified mid-IR laser pulses. 

In Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser systems, the seed pulses were generated by using the Ti:sapphire 

oscillator (Mai-Tai) and then the seed beam was entered into the Regenerative Amplifier in order to 

generate the ultrashort pulses (femtosecond) by using the CPA (Chirped Pulse Amplification) method. 

Therefore, we could generate a frequency of 1 kHz with a power of 3.8W and the wavelength of 800nm. 

The measured FWHM of the pulse is about 38 fs.  

The generated beam was converted from the visible to the mid-IR region using an optical parametric 

amplifier (OPA). Then, the converted beam (in mid-IR-region form) was separated by beam splitters so 

that a heterodyne photon echo experiment could be conducted. The delay time of each beam was 

controlled through a high-precision stage, which was in turn controlled by the DAA, and three of the 

separated beams were focused on the sample. A photon echo signal was generated from the sample after 

having been hit by the three excitation pulses. The generated signal was heterodyne detected by a fourth 

pulse called local oscillator at the focal plane of the monochromator.  
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3.2 Result 

The DAA was developed to provide integrated operation of the major elements of the ultrafast 2D IR 

experimental system, such as the five high-precision stages, along with control of the acquisition 

systems, which comprised a 144-element MCT detector, ADC converter (FPAS-0144), and a 

monochromator. As a result, we aimed to successfully acquire 2D IR data via this application. To 

confirm this experimentally, 60mM sodium azide (NaN3) ions in water with 25micron Teflon spacers 

were prepared. T was set to 0, 1, and 2 ps. 

We measured a 1D IR (linear IR) spectrum for the target sample, which is shown in Figure 20(a). In 

addition, using our ultrafast 2D IR spectroscopic analysis systems, we could obtain the 2D IR (nonlinear 

IR) spectra of the NaN3 ions in water (Figure 20(b, c, d)). In the measured 2D IR spectra, we could 

observe the dynamics of the NaN3 ions in water over a period of 2ps. As time elapsed, the shapes of the 

elliptical peaks became circular, indicating the dynamic averaging of the H-bond exchanges between 

the water and NaN3 ions over the 2ps period. 
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Figure 20. Experimental linear (1D) and 2D IR spectra of sodium azide in the water. (a) The 1D linear 

spectrum of azide ion in water. (b-d) The absorptive 2D IR spectra of NaN3 in H2O at T 

(waiting time) = 0, 1000, 2000 fs. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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IV.  Summary 

 

In summary, we have generated an improved 2D IR data acquisition application (DAA). This 

DAA can control all the electronics components of our 2D IR equipment and can be used for 

performing new types of 2D IR experiments. The equipment comprises a fs-generating laser system 

using a Ti:sapphire crystal, an OPA, high-precision stages, and data acquisition instrument (MCT-

10-128 detector and FPAS-0144 amp/integrator). In an evaluation experiment using Ti:sapphire 

regenerative amplifier system, we generated 1 kHz frequency, 800-nm wavelength, 35-fs FWHM 

pulses. The generated beam was converted from the visible to the mid-IR region, and separated 

into three strong and a weak IR pulses. The arrival time of these strong IR pulses at the sample was 

varied by the movement of the high-precision stages which were finely controlled by the DAA. 

Then, the signal generated from the sample after being excited by the three incident pulses was 

mixed with a fourth pulse (local oscillator) using the heterodyne method. Finally, we measured the 

resultant 1 kHz-frequency pulse using the 128-element MCT detector and FPAS-0144 

preamp/integrator systems, and acquired the data set using the DAQmx APIs of the LabVIEW 

software in the computer. With our 2D IR experimental system in which the improved DAA was 

incorporated, we successfully obtained 2D spectra of azide ions in water and much of the success 

was ascribed to the improved DAA. 
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